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FRANKLY CREATING
design  |  copywrite  |  create



HORTE COUTURE VISUALISATION - ABOUT

VALUES TO EVOKE
Curiosity & Creativity. Reliability & Trust. Assurance & Support. 

BRANDING FOCUS
Creating beautiful spaces and transforming gardens into something truly special. 
Helping clients to realise their dream spaces; for entertaining, relaxing and playing. 

FEELINGS TO EVOKE FROM BRANDING
Couture - high end. Timeless. Classic. Quality. Value. Dedication. Personal. 

An art to the craft... delivered with precision & passion. 
Playful, whimsical spaces, intensionally designed. 

AIM OF VISUALS
Evoke creativity in clients to dream up their perfect space - 

the sky is the limit. Give assurance that the job will be done creatively, 
professionally and with passion. 

COLOUR PREFERENCES
Take inspiration from nature. Avoid orange. 

INFLUENCES
Australian flora and fauna. Frangipani, bougainvillea, citrus, lilly pilly, ferns, banksia, 

heliconia, alocasias and colocasias (Elephant Ears), medinilla, hibiscus.

Beautiful landscapes, intentionally designed.
A trained horticulturalist, Kate Hewish holds a Diploma of Landscape Design and a flare 

for transforming your everyday garden into something enchanting.
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CONCEPT 1
SKETCHED + TAILORED



CONCEPT 1 - SKETCHED + TAILORED

Sketched approach: Drawings + Sewing 

This concept draws influence from the rough and raw beauty which emerges from 

freehand sketches. Weaving together strokes from seeds and plants to couture 

designs, we will pay creative homage to the pencil strokes and imperfect nature of art.

There’s something a little magical about conveying the ideas in your head onto a piece 

of paper so you and others can see it and build upon it. 

Design is a process which often beings with the stroke of a pen(cil).
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* Inspirational images.



CONCEPT 1 - LOGO OPTION ONE
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CONCEPT 1 - IN SITU MOCK UPS



CONCEPT 1 - IN SITU MOCK UPS



CONCEPT 1 - LOGO OPTION TWO



CONCEPT 1 - IN SITU MOCK UPS



CONCEPT 1 - IN SITU MOCK UPS
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CONCEPT 2
WHIMSICAL COUTURE



CONCEPT 2 - WHIMSICAL COUTURE

* Inspirational images.

Whimsical Couture: Combining artistic strokes with 

the outdoors 

This concept draws influence from the patterns and shapes of haute couture fashion.  

Dubbed as the creation of exclusive custom-fitted clothing, haute couture symbolises 

expensive, fashionable clothes produced by leading fashion houses – of which the 

shapes are often outlandish and exaggerated. Drawing on these bold, strong shapes 

and silhouettes, this concept infuses the whimsical elements of nature and wild flowers. 

… then add colour. A touch of watercolour, stemming from the idea of someone 

serenely painting the outdoors while perched on a wooden chair in the sunshine, this 

idea combines the highest of haute with the whimsical playfulness of nature. 
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CONCEPT 2 - LOGO OPTION
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CONCEPT 2 - IN SITU MOCK UPS
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CONCEPT 3
ARCHITECTURAL TREES



CONCEPT 3 - ARCHITECTURAL TREES

* Inspirational images.

Architectural Flare: Striking lines and curvy trees

Tipping its hat to architecture, this concept highlights the depth of Kate’s knowledge 

and training in the field of Landscape Design and Horticulture. Exuding sage-like 

knowledge, and assurance, this authoritative and bold design is striking and couture-

esque in every sense of the word.

Minimal, muted and desaturated of colour, this logo will playfully intertwine with 

colourful imagery to let the gardens do the talking – shrubs and all.  
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CONCEPT 3 - LOGO OPTION



CONCEPT 3 - LOGO OPTION



CONCEPT 3 - IN SITU MOCK UPS
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CONCEPT 4
VOGUE EUCALYPTUS



CONCEPT 4 - VOGUE EUCALYPTUS

* Inspirational images.

Vogue Eucalyptus – Australiana’s back yard

Taking a little artistic licence with Australia’s beloved Eucalyptus, this concept is a 

blend of the varying strains of the infamous tree, brushed with elements of Couture 

Vogue. Introducing a palette which encapsulates the bluey green hues of pastel leaves, 

the delicate artistic stokes of nature and a font echoing Vogue’s striking lines. 

“Members of the genus dominate the tree flora of Australia, and include Eucalyptus 

regnans, the tallest known flowering plant on Earth.”

Playing on the tall and vertical nature of the Eucal’s stunning leaves, this concept’s icon 

and lettering stand tall while retaining their elegance.
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CONCEPT 4 - LOGO OPTION
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CONCEPT 4 - LOGO OPTION
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CONCEPT 4 - IN SITU MOCK UPS
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WILD CARD
SIGNED BY



WILD CARD - SIGNED BY

* Inspirational images.

Vogue Eucalyptus – Australiana’s back yard

Inspiration has been taken from architectural sketches and 

couture designs. With a focus on the raw creative elements which are often 

unplanned and freehand.  

Not overly structured, nor pigeonholed in horticulture or flora.

. . . . . . . . . . the wildcard.
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WILD CARD - LOGO OPTION



WILD CARD - LOGO OPTION



WILD CARD - IN SITU MOCK UPS



WILD CARD - IN SITU MOCK UPS
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THANK YOU.
let’s create




